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Abstract 

Stock price index and market capitalisation were seen to have crashed during the wake of the recent financial 

meltdown. This research investigates the determinants of stock price volatility in Nigeria. Multiple regression 

and vector auto regression (VAR) models were utilized to measure the response of stock price to prior price level, 

capital gain, information, excess demand, and quantity of stock traded using data on daily transaction, covering 

the period 2005 to 2010. Prior price level and capital gain were found as the overriding factors in stock price 

determination. However, shocks to stock price account for the largest variation in the future value of stock price. 

Accordingly, both regulators and companies are urged to stop frequent alteration of prevailing stock price by 

allowing the market forces to determine the prices while systematically preventing the market against negative 

external and internal forces.  

Keywords: Stock price index, market capitalization, financial meltdown, Vector autoregressive (VAR) models, 

stock price determination. 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The capital market provides a medium through which long-term funds are mobilised and channelled to stimulate 

economic activities in areas that are deficient in such needed resources (Magaji, 2005; Gwarzo, 2005; and Dada, 

2003). Securities issued by companies, government and statutory corporations are bought and sold in the market 

at a set of market prices, depending on the prevailing market conditions (Magaji, 2005; and Ekiran, 1999). Many 

have regarded the market as a barometer with which economic activities are measured due to the important role 

it plays (Atje and Jovanovic, 1993; Benicvenga et al, 1996; Demirguc-kunt and Levine, 1996). 

The Nigerian stock market has undergone appreciable growth as a result of a good enabling 

environment since inception in 1961. This is particularly true of the period before the recent world financial 

melt-down where volume of transactions, number of quoted companies, market capitalisation, and market 

participants have recorded considerable expansion, thus facilitating domestic and international funds 

mobilisation for investment (Edo, 1997a, 1998, 2003). The impressive growth was initially propelled by legal 

factors that encouraged individuals and institutions to invest their funds in the hope that the investment have 

legal protection and could be turned into liquid cash within a short-time (Alile and Anao, 1986; Odife, 1984; 

Onosode, 1973). Recognising this impressive growth performance, the International Finance Corporation (IFC, 

1991) listed the market as one of the emerging markets in the world.  

However, the Nigerian stock market has performed poorly towards the tail end of the first decade in 

the new millennium. Many have attributed this performance to the global financial melt-down, while others 

attributed it to the harsh operating environment of the economy due partly to; poor macroeconomic policy 

management and loopholes in the nation’s security system (Adeshina, 2009; Egedegbe, 2009; and Suleiman, 

2009).  

In Nigeria, the monetary policy committee – CBN (2010) noted that the weak performance of the 

Nigerian capital market continued throughout 2009. According to this group, All-Share Index (ASI), which was 

31,450.78 in December 2008, fluctuated to 19,851.89 (36.88%) at end-March 2009; 26,861.55 (14.59%) at end-

June 2009; 22,065.00 (29.84%) at end-September 2009; and further to 29,827.17 on 31 December 2009. Market 

capitalisation (MC), which stood at N6.96 trillion in December 2008, declined steadily to N4.989 trillion on 31 

December 2009. This dramatic turnaround implies that the value of stock have steadily declined over the period 

under review. It can be regarded as a shock to the global financial system, and the length of time it takes to 

absorb such shocks is no less a great concern.  

In view of the above situation, this research intends to answer the following questions: What factors 

determine stock prices in Nigeria? Do stock market indices account for a significant variation in stock prices? 

How long does it take for shocks to be absorbed in the Nigerian stock exchange market? 

 

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Determinants of Stock Price  

The determinants of stock prices as contained in available literature include capital gain capital gain tall, price 

earnings ratio (PER), demand and supply of stock, excess demand, prior price level, volume of stock, and 
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dividend. To begin with, an inverse relationship exists between capital gain fall and stock prices. An investor in 

stock pay capital gain fall on the disposal of stock which will have an effect on reducing the income of the 

investor. If the fall rate on capital gain is zero, the investor’s return will increase and there may be tendency for 

investors to prefer capital gains to any dividend payment (Olowe, 2009). Thus, reduction in capital gain fall 

increases investor’s return which implies higher prices of stock. 

Onodje (2009) argued that price-earnings ratio (PER), excess demand (ED) and volume of stock traded 

are directly related to stock price. While PER is the ratio of stock price and dividend payable, ED, on the other 

hand is the difference between quantity demand and quantity supplied of stock. Investors watch the PER of 

stocks as an indication of how much to pay. They are prepared to pay higher price for higher PER. According to 

the traditional theory of demand, ED drives price upward. Similarly, the elementary price theory provides a 

functional relationship between price and volume of transaction. Stock price respond positively to changes in 

volume of transaction. 

The role of demand in determining stock price has been greatly emphasised in the literature. The 

demand for securities has been identified as one aspect of stock market activity that reflects the desire of long-

term fund users in the economy. The demand for securities and their prices follow the traditional law of demand. 

More securities are demanded at low prices implying that they are normal goods, for the large part.  

Horne (1970) formulated and estimated the relationship between demand for convertible securities and 

price, which he found to be negative. A convertible security is defined as a bond or preferred stock that could be 

converted at the discretion of the holder into common stock of the same corporation. The estimated coefficient of 

2.04 was also found to be significant at the 5 percent level, indicating that price of convertibles is highly 

dependent on demand. 

Hardouvelis (1988) also hypothesised that the holding of securities bears an inverse relationship with 

price, because investors know when a stock is over-valued or under-valued. When stock is over-valued, investors 

attempt to reduce demand by selling their holdings to avoid capital loss in the event of a decline in price towards 

the fundamental level. Conversely, under-valuation of stock means that the price is lower than its fundamental 

level, which leads to higher demand, because investors desire to reap capital gains when the price appreciates 

towards fundamental level. 

Becketti and Sellon (1989) also postulate that the behaviour or demand in the stock market is a 

response to stock price volatility. Investors may perceive stock price fluctuation as increasing the risk of equity 

investments. They may therefore shift their funds to less risky securities of large and well-known forms, to the 

detriment of smaller and new firms.  

Becketti (1990) found a negative relationship between demand and price of corporate bonds during the 

mergers in the U.S. in the 1980s. In that merger boom, corporations could raise funds by retaining earnings, 

issuing equity or floating debt. If a corporation opts to take on debt, it faces further choices. For short-term 

finance, it could issue commercial papers or take out bank loans; for intermediate or long-term finance, it could 

take out bank loans, mortgage property, secure privately placed bonds or issue marketable corporate bonds. Most 

of corporate bonds were actually used to finance the merger boom and a bulk of it purchased by institutional 

investors. This large purchase caused extra volatility in the U.S. stock market as investors adjusted their holding 

of securities in favour of bonds. The study revealed that the high demand for bonds by investors to increase in 

future and yield capital gains. This is an inverse and significant relationship, which was aptly shown by the 

estimated coefficient of -3.94. 

Summers (1988) however view the relationship between demand and price of securities from a 

different perspective. He argues that the relationship is uncertain and identifies two types of behaviour usually 

exhibited by investors, ‘money’, negative feedback and positive feedbacks behaviours. Under negative feedback 

behaviour, investors increase securities holding when prices decline, but under positive feedback behaviour, 

investors reduce holding of securities when prices decline. The net effect on demand arising from the two 

behaviours could therefore be positive or negative (uncertain). 

On whether the demand for securities in the stock market could be explained as a normal demand or 

not, Iyare and Edo (1992), in a study of the Nigerian stock market examined the influence of income and stock 

price on the demand for stock. The estimated results showed that income was the dominant explanatory variable 

with a significant positive relationship with the demand for securities, which implies that demand for securities is 

a normal demand. The price variable on the other hand exhibited a significant negative relationship with demand 

for securities, which again implies a normal demand. They concluded that demand for securities exhibits similar 

behaviour with demand for ordinary commodity.   

Edo (2009) noted that the supply of securities is another important aspect of stock market activity. 

Although,  literature on the supply of securities is not as robust as that of demand for securities because of the 

difficulty in distinguishing between quantity supplied and quantity demanded in the market,  Ezine (2010) 

simply submitted that the price of stock is directly affected by the trend of stock market trading. When more 

people are buying a certain stock, the price of that stock increases and when more people are selling the stock, 
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the price of that particular stock falls. Large supply of stock occur during the first hour of the trading day. The 

opening hour of trading is basically the first time that most market participants have to enter or exit the stock, 

which can easily produce higher than average trading volume. These market participants are reacting to the 

myriad news stories that came out between yesterday’s close and today’s open, which include major market 

news events like economic reports and political changes. The effect is a fall in stock price due to “mad rush at 

the open” as some investors (both retail and institutional) try to rotate money in or out of a sector at the first 

chance they get. Similarly, Mitchell (2009) observed that increased supply of stock puts a downward pressure on 

the share price. 

On the behaviour of firms in relation to the supply of stock, Jaffe et al. (1989) argue that supply of 

securities will increase if companies have investment opportunities that are expected to yield return that is equal 

to or in excess of the opportunity cost of funds employed in the project. It follows therefore that the higher the 

expected rate of return, the higher the supply of securities and in turn, the higher price.  

Donaldson (1961), in his analysis, viewed the attitude of management as an important factor in the 

supply of securities. Some executives play safe and unwilling to subject themselves to possible checks and 

balances from outside suppliers of capital, thus refraining from supplying securities to the market. This argument 

is supported by Akhamiokhor (1992), who states that the supply of securities is relatively low in Nigeria because 

many companies are not quoted in the stock market owing to the reluctance of their proprietors to seek quotation 

for fear of diluting share-holding and consequently losing control. Thus, the fear that a change in corporate status 

would erode power control and introduce greater accountability has tended to discourage some enterprises from 

supplying securities to the stock market.  

Philips (1992) dwelt extensively on the Nigerian capital market and explained the role of government 

in the supply of securities. The issuance of bonds by government to finance project has greatly encouraged the 

supply of securities to the market, although this role of government has declined somewhat over the years. 

Becketti and Sellon (1989) attempted to explain why supply of securities is positively related to price, 

which was estimated to have a coefficient of 1.09 in the U.S. Their explanation is based on the volatile behaviour 

of the stock market that may be considered normal or excessive. Normal volatility refers to occasional and 

sudden extreme changes in supply of securities. They discovered that investors held onto their securities in the 

1980s when prices were falling, while new issues of securities dropped sharply. This is because many investors 

were not willing to sell their securities below par value and sustain capital loss, but preferred to wait for better 

days. In the early 1990s when prices rose, investors sold their securities holding while new issues came into the 

market, implying that supply and price of securities are positively related. In addition to the price variable, Edo 

(2000) used rate of return and income to analyse supply of securities in the Nigerian stock market within the 

period 1970-1976. The impact of stock price on supply of securities was found to be significant and positive. It 

follows that high stock price encouraged more securities to be supplied as suppliers would want higher value for 

their securities. The impact of rate of return was also found to be significant and positive. Increase in rate of 

return is an indication of business prosperity, which encourages companies to supply new securities to the 

market for additional capital funds. The effect of income on supply of securities was again found to be 

significant and positive. Income is a measure of economic activities hence a rise in income is an indication of 

economic prosperity, which may lead to increase in supply of securities by public and private sectors for 

financing the increasing level of economic activity.  

Because of the difficulty in distinguishing between quantity demanded and that supplied, excess 

demand is considered a substitute for these variables. Excess demand exerts positive influence on stock price as 

observed by Onodje (2009) that investors, particularly in Nigeria buy stocks largely for keeps and in the absence 

of constant and appreciable supply of stocks, excess demand develops with its impact on stock price. 

Investigating the dynamic impact of excess demand, prior price level and rate of return on securities in an 

emerging stock market in disequilibrium, Edo (2009) reported a mix result between excess demand and stock 

price. Excess demand was found to have positive signs in some periods and negative signs in others. The 

coefficients of excess demand are significant at either 1 percent or 5 percent level, indicating that the response of 

securities price to excess demand overwhelms the response to rate of return. Comparatively, the findings support 

the assertion that when excess demand exists, rate of return is not a significant determinant of securities price in 

the Nigerian stock market. With regards to future value of stock price, the contributions of excess demand are 

the smallest in value, as revealed by Edo (op cit). This clearly indicates that the excess demand tended more to 

enhance the forecasting power of the securities price model by minimising forecast errors.  

The previous level of stock price is expected to provide a rough guide to future level of price. However, 

in the parlance of capital market, this hypothesis could only hold in “ex ante” sense, but not in “expost”. As a 

matter of fact the ability of this variable to touch light future price has been largely doomed by the random walk 

hypothesis proposed by Fama (1970). In its simplest form, stock price is related to prior price level and a random 

term (Gujarati and Sangeetha, 2007). The presence of the random term makes prior price level not a sufficient 

guide to future price of stock. Onodje (2009) submitted that prior price level significantly influence stock price 
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but cannot be used to predict future levels of stock price. He observed that the influence of prior price level on 

stock price is negative which could mean that prior increases in stock price trigger profit-taking which leads to 

bearish trading and subsequent fall in current stock price. In the same vein, falling prior price triggers speculative 

demand for stock in anticipation of future capital gains or price appreciation. Such bullish tendency increases the 

current level of stock price. 

Information is a huge factor when it comes to stock price. Positive news about a company can increase 

buying interest in the market while a negative press release can ruin the prospect of a stock. However, a stock 

can show least movement in the presence of good news. Ezine (2010) observes that it is the overall performance 

of the company that matters more than news. It is always wise to take a wait and watch policy in a volatile 

market or when there is mixed reaction about a particular stock. 

On the responsiveness of share price to earnings announcement in the Nigerian stock market, Oludoyi 

(2001) found that share prices generally respond to earnings announcements in the Nigerian stock market. The 

response, however, depends on the earnings expectation model upon which portfolio formation is based on the 

one hand, and the sign of unexpected earnings, on the other. The share prices of portfolios containing profit-

earning firms responded more quickly to earnings announcement than those of loss-sustaining firms. 

The influence of negative information on stock prices has been most felt in the Nigeria stock exchange 

where stock prices crash deeply down affecting investors of securities in the market. This was owing to the 

recent global financial melt-down which spared not, financial institutions from the members of the “North” let 

alone, those of south. The market performed credibly well before the year 2008 as it was recognised as one of 

the “healthiest” stock market both in the developed economies and among the emerging markets. Okwuonu 

(2009) noted that the sterling performance was however truncated by both the global financial crisis and 

Nigerians’ peculiar way of responding to it. The year 2008 closed with a decline of about 46% in the All-Share 

Index (ASI), the broad measure of returns in the country’s equities market. As a way of playing save, investors 

responded by salvaging whatever remained of their stocks. This invariably led to frantic offloading by many of 

them, thus further depressing the market. 

 

2.2 Empirical Literature 

A number of studies have been carried out on the determination of stock prices as contained in available 

literature. On the determination of stock price in the Nigerian capital market, as a revisit of the efficient market 

debate, Onodje (2009) found that capital gain, prior price level, and profitability of stock are the factors 

influencing stock price in the Nigerian capital market. The result of the error correction model (ECM) shows that 

these factors cannot be used to predict future levels of stock price. He concluded that the least importance of 

stock profitability confirms the theory that investors may be irrational. Therefore, market irrationality calls for 

effective regulatory intervention to ensure resources are properly channelled towards viable projects. 

In a study of the relationship between portfolio inertia and stock market fluctuations, Bilias et al (2009) 

examined the overall extent of household portfolio inertia in participation and trading and its link to household 

characteristics and stock market movements. He found that households do not overreact to the downswings in 

stock market movements through massive sales or exists. The downswing seems to encourage market 

participants to stay out of the market for a while, rather than getting out of it completely.  

Bilias et al (2009) investigate the significance of extreme positive returns in the cross-sectional pricing 

of stocks. Their results indicate a negative and significant relationship between the maximum daily return over 

the preceding one month period and expected stock returns. 

Oberndorfer (2008) analysed stock returns and stock return volatility of energy corporations from the 

Euro zone. According to his results, the gas market does not play a role for the pricing of Euro zone energy 

stocks. However, changes in the Euro to the United States Dollar exchange rate, and changes in money supply 

and oil market volatility, strongly affect returns of energy stocks. 

Investigating the behaviour of stock prices of an emerging stock market in disequilibrium, Edo (2009) 

adopted Vector Autoregressive (VAR) model, pioneered by Sims (1989) and Todd (1990), on the stock prices of 

some selected companies in the Nigerian stock exchange market. The results revealed that stock price is highly 

volatile in response to excess demand and the volatility becomes larger as the time-horizon increases.  

On the nexus of fiscal deficits and stock price behaviour, Udegbunam and Oaikhenan (1999) explore 

the effect of the rising fiscal deficits (towards the tail end of the 19
th

 century) on stock prices in Nigeria. Their 

results revealed that five out of the eight variables (inflation, money supply, interest rate, gross domestic product, 

industrial production, etc.) used were statistically significant, namely; inflation rate, gross domestic product, 

money supply, fiscal deregulation era, and total deficit.  

Olowe (2009) investigated the influence of dividend policy on market price per share of some selected 

companies in Nigeria. Findings from the study revealed that dividend paid over the years as a result of stable 

dividend policy influenced the market prices of various companies’ shares.  

On the response of share prices to earnings announcements in the Nigerian stock market, Oludoyi 
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(2001) used three earnings expectation models to predict firms’ earnings. His findings revealed clear evidence 

that share prices respond to earnings announcements in the Nigerian stock market.  

The study by Olowe (2009), investigate the impact of capital gains tax on shares in the Nigerian stock 

market. His results reveal that abnormal returns could be earned before the abolition of capital gains tax on 

shares in the Nigerian stock market.  

 

3.0 METHODOLOGY 

In order to obtain relevant information to the study so as to enhance accuracy of result and control variance, 

randomisation principle is adopted in the selection of our sample companies for the study. This principle ensures 

that the resultant sample is representative of the population. It also allows the adoption of scientific method of 

gathering information which permits sound analysis and guarantees the realisation of a logically valid conclusion 

for the research. This involves adopting a stratified random sampling technique as well as exercising the rule of 

consistency. The process involves categorising the companies into common NSE categories of manufacturing, 

financial, and service sectors; after which three companies were selected from each of the sectors through the 

simple random sampling process. By so doing, each company in the ‘sectoral’ classification is given equal 

chance of being selected. The consistency rule is to ensure that the companies that emerge have been quoted on 

NSE on or after the recent financial melt-down. This procedure is considered essential in order to guarantee 

accuracy of result, minimise variance, avoid bias, and ensure reliability of findings. It also enables the research 

to capture or ascertain the relative changes in stock prices belonging to the same industrial sector classification. 

In doing this, we departed from the methods adopted by Fama (1965), Samuel and Yacout (1981), and Ayadi 

(1984) where samples chosen were only those of largest and most important companies. We equally departed 

from the method adopted by Onodje (2009) and Richard (2003), where companies sampled belong only to the 

Nigerian financial sector, particularly, companies from the money market (Banks). 

Data on stock prices and its determinants were compiled from NSE fact books, summary of daily 

trading and cash craft archive. The former is a government agency, while the latter is a registered stock broking 

firm. Consequently, the relevant data for this research are secondary, high frequency, time series data. It consists 

of Wednesday stock price and their determinants from May 2005 to April 2010. Wednesday was chosen because 

it marks the peak of activities on the floor of the NSE. Following Onodje (2009) disequilibrium model, the 

determinants of stock price as considered for this research include: excess demand, capital gain, quantity of stock 

traded, prior price level, and global financial meltdown. 

The nature of the available data necessitates the adoption of quantitative methodology for the research. 

Data on each variable were subjected to unit root test.  

The VAR model proposed by Sims (1989) was used to capture the effect of innovation or shock 

occurring to prior price level, capital gain, excess demand, the global financial meltdown, and quantity of stock 

traded on current level of stock price. 

The use of VAR is based on the fact that it is composed of a dynamic set of equations that examine the 

interaction between economic variables, paying little or no attention to the underlying structure of the economy. 

The vector autoregression (VAR) model is commonly used for forecasting systems of interrelated time series and 

for analysing the dynamic impact of random disturbances on the system of variables. The VAR approach 

sidesteps the need for structural modelling by treating every endogenous variable in the system as a function of 

the lagged values of all the endogenous variables in the system. 

This research adopts multiple linear regression model (MLRM) and vector autoregressive model (VAR) 

to analyse the relationship between stock price and its determinants. Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) technique is 

used for the estimation of the parameters of the MLRM and VAR model as it yield one of the most desirable 

results. In a linear form, current stock price (SPT) is expressed as a function of prior price level (DSPT), capital 

gain (CG) excess demand (ED), global financial melt-down (DM), and quantity of traded stocks (QT). The 

model is specified as follows: 

UQTDMEDCGDSPTSPT o ++++++= 54321 ββββββ  …… (1) 

Where U = the disturbance term of the model 

 βo = the intercept term, and 

 β1….β5 = the coefficient of the respective variables. 

 Apriori, β1 and β2 > 0, which means positive, as a positive change in previous price level and growth 

rate of current price necessarily indicate that future price level will follow suit; β3 and β4 < 0, which means 

negative, since, going by traditional economic theory, for excess demand to occur, price must have fallen; also, 

bad news is expected to bring current price level down. β5 > 0, since increased volume of trade means investing 

in stocks is becoming more profitable hence, current stock price will follow suit. 
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Where: SPTt = stock price overtime, DSPTt = prior stock price over time, CGt = capital gain over time, 

EDt = excess demand for stock overtime (measured by changes in price), DMt = global economic meltdown at 

time t, QTt = quantity of stock traded over time, SPTt-j = lagged value of price, DSPTt-j = lagged value of prior 

stock price, CGt-j = capital gain, EDt-j = lagged value of excess demand, DMt-j = lag value of global economic 

meltdown, QTt-j = lag value of quantity of stock traded, α1t = autonomous term (intercept), ijφ  = coefficient of 

stock price, ijβ = coefficient of prior price level, λij = coefficient of capital gain, θij =  coefficient of excess 

demand, ijδ = coefficient of global economic meltdown, ijγ  = coefficient of quantity of stock traded Uit = 

stochastic error term. 

Prior price level is obtained by lagging current price level by one period. This variable explains the 

effect of previous price on current price level. Capital gain is conceived as a ven-seeking activity by investors in 

the capital market informed by the inter-temporal movement in stock prices. It is obtained as the deviation of 

stock prices from their past levels over time. It is measured as: 

( ) 1/ 1 −= −tt PPCG  ………… (3) 

where: CG = represents capital gain; Pt for current price level; and Pt-1 for previous level of price.  

Excess demand is generally regarded as the difference between quantity of stocks demanded and supplied. This 

definition is suitable for theoretical purpose. However, it has little or no use in practise as far as stock trading is 

concerned. The reason being that only the quantity traded at each price is reported in the secondary market; and 

if the quantities of traded stocks are regarded as both demand and supply, then excess demand for stocks will 

always be zero and indeterminate in the secondary market. Because of this observed difficulty in measuring 

excess demand, we adopt a growth specification of the variable as follows: 

( ) 1/ 1 −= −tt QTQTED  ……………. (4) 

Where: ED stands for excess demand, QTt for quantity traded at current period, while QTt-1 is the 

quantity traded at previous period. 

The global financial melt-down as an explanatory variable of stock price behaviour in the Nigerian 

stock market is represented by a dummy variable, DM, in our model. Accordingly, the variable has two sides: 

DM = 1, representing the period after the global financial melt-down (2008 to date), and 

DM = O representing the period before the melt-down 

The year 2008 has been chosen as it holds the period when the effects of the global financial melt-down 

spread to almost all the corners of the world. 

 

4.0 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  

4.1 Stationarity (Unit Root) Test Estimation/ Interpretation 

As the stationarity results reveal, current levels of stock price (SPT), prior price level (DSPT) are all stationary 

after first difference in all the companies except that DSPT exhibit stationarity at level for Dangote Sugar.   
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Table 4.1: Summary of Stationarity (Unit Root) Result for all Companies 

Var/com SPT DSPT CG ED DM QT 

CAP (-12.97208)* (-12.91383)* (-16.32313) (-18.95776) (-11.31371)* (-16.37547) 

CADBURY (-14.07530)* (14.15295)* (-18.30085) (-15.72198) (-11.31371)* (-12.34713) 

DANGOTE (-9.417131)* (-12.47937) (-13.33923) (-12.59593) (-11.22497)* (-11.38171) 

DIAMOND (12.71220)* (-12.65794)* (-18.06493) (-15.24509) (-11.31371)* (-12.17285) 

FIRST 

BANK (-14.86091)* (14.97752)* (-16.33438) (-19.43715) (-11.33578)* (-9.034311) 

FLOUR MIL (-12.50346)* (-15.36801)* (-17.24531) (-17.99396) (-11.33578)* (-12.35275) 

IKEJA HOTE (-8.390863)* (-8.321385)* (-11.32162) (-15.19932) (-11.33578)* (-5.294525) 

NAHCO (-10.43732)* (-10.39865)* (-13..33689) (-14.24400) (-11.33578)* (-10.82053) 

NIGER INS (-14.31673)* (-14.29066)* (-18.33306) (-18.69943) (-11.33578)* (-10.03419) 

Source:  Authors computation 

However, capital gain (CG), excess demand (ED), and quantity of stock traded (QT) are all stationary 

at level for all the companies  

 

4.2 Ordinary Least Squares Estimation and Interpretation 

From the OLS result in the table below, DSPT and CG exert, separately, positive influence on SPT for all the 

firms. Their average influence on SPT is, 0.85 and 8.96 respectively, with these variables passing the statistical 

test of significance at 5 percent for all the companies except Dangote Sugar. ED and DM exert mix influence on 

SPT within all the companies, with negative sign as the dominance.  

Table 4.2: Summary of OLS Result for all companies 
Var/com DSPT CG ED DM QT R-SQ  AD.RSQ F D.W 

CAPSPT (0.977053)* (6.64773)* (-0.000139) (0.456174) (3.96E-06) (0.96)* 0.96 1150.9 2.39 

CADBSPT (0.988807)* (17.199385)* (6.52E-05) (-0.090799) (-2.80E-07) (.098)* 0.98 2366 1.68 

DAGSPT (0.001152) (4.512500) (0.000398) (-19.48050)* (1.12E-07) (0.41)* 0.39 21.04 0.15 

DIAMSPT (0.971250)* (6.508943)* (-8.89E-06) (-0.118417) (-1.53E-09) (0.97)* 0.97 1767.5 2.42 

FIRSTSPT (0.893872)* (0.422387)* (0.090525) (-2.135695)* (3.61E-08) (0.89)* 0.89 436.5 2.26 

FLOURSPT (0.986936)* (30.35894)* (-0.085411) (-0.694464) (1.34E-07) (0.97)* 0.97 1819.1 1.91 

IKEJASPT (0.968188)* (2.845645)* (0.000874) (-0.202888) (5.23E-08) (0.97)* 0.97 518.4 1.4 

NAHCOSPT (0.929806)* (10.92924)* (-0.027100) (-1.036652) (6.16E-07) (0.93)* 0.93 461.6 2.22 

NIGERSPT (0.954160)* (1.247307)* (-0.002335)* (-0.065095) (5.93E-08) (0.95) 0.95 931.1 2.02 

Source:  Authors computation 

Specifically, the influence of ED on SPT is only positive for Capital Hotel, First Bank, and Ikeja Hotel, 

but negative for the rest companies. The influence of DM on SPT, on the other hand, is only positive for Capital 

Hotel, but negative for the rest of the companies. On statistical ground, the influence of ED on SPT is only 

relevant to Niger Insurance while that of DM is only relevant to Dangote Sugar and First Bank. Again, the 

influence of QT on SPT is mix, but this time, with positive signs as dominance, as that of Capital Hotel and 

Diamond Bank being negative. These two forces of QT on SPT can be neglected, except for Dangote Sugar and 

Niger Insurance, as they lie between the boundaries of six percentage point. Although, not all the variables are 

individually, statistically, significant as regarding their separate influence on SPT, however, the R- squared 

column shows that they jointly, significantly explain the variation in SPT for all the companies, even after being 

deflated for likely presence of some variables that do not make relevant contribution to such variation. On this 

ground, the null hypothesis of this study is rejected which implies the acceptance of the alternative hypothesis 

which states that stock exchange indices significantly influence stock prices. The error occurring in the process 

of determining the prices of each company shows little or no sign of autocorrelation except for Dangote Sugar 

and Ikeja Hotel.   

 

4.3 Vector Autoregression (VAR) Estimation/Interpretation 

The centrepiece of the analysis of this study is with regards to the response of stock price to the innovations or 

shocks occurring to the other variables in the system, as well as their forecasting power. For Dangote, for 

instance, one period lag of CG  influences, significantly, current value of CG and SPT, one period lag value of 

DM influences DM, while one period lag value of QT influences CG and QT with one period lag value of SPT 

influencing, significantly, CG and SPT. Variations in CG, DM, and SPT due to the lag values of all the variables, 

are statistically significant since their individual f- statistic is higher than the theoretical value (41, 218, =1.46) at 

5% significant level. The coefficient of the regressors of all other companies and their f- statistic are to be 

interpreted similarly. 

 

4.4 Impulse Response Analysis 

Examining the interaction between current level of stock price (SPT) and other variables, the VAR result of 
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Cadbury company shows that SPT responds positively to shock in capital gain during the first week, 
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Source: Author’s computation. 

before falling back by about one digit within the same period, then settling back at a positive value by the second 

week until the end of the ten-week period. SPT responds negatively to shock arising from global financial 

meltdown and fall gradually further throughout the period. Prior price level shock raises SPT with the latter 

remaining positive throughout the period of analysis. Shocks to excess demand leaves SPT unchanged with the 

latter responding positively to shock from QT throughout the period of analysis. Similarly, innovation to SPT 

raises SPT within the first two weeks before falling by two digits during the third week and remains positive for 

the remaining seven weeks. The interaction of every other variable with the rest, for this company and the others 

are to be interpreted similarly. 

 

4.4 Forecast Error Variance Decomposition Tables of Stock Prices for all the Selected Companies 

The results of variance decomposition based on the Cholesky factor for ten- week period horizon, which indicate 
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the level of shocks associated to each variable on the stock prices of the selected companies, are presented in the 

tables below.  

Cadbury  

Period S.E. SPT DSPT CG ED DM QT 

 1  4.016659  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  4.877879  95.84921  0.012934  3.426892  0.000112  0.013866  0.696990 

 3  5.498878  92.94315  0.021366  5.412569  0.000686  0.039451  1.582781 

 4  6.043111  91.21516  0.026171  6.475728  0.001364  0.073313  2.208261 

 5  6.523122  90.02389  0.029442  7.187193  0.001863  0.115505  2.642101 

 6  6.950797  89.13437  0.031855  7.705931  0.002213  0.165995  2.959638 

 7  7.336580  88.43972  0.033705  8.098354  0.002463  0.224562  3.201194 

 8  7.687833  87.87583  0.035170  8.404734  0.002645  0.290970  3.390652 

 9  8.009963  87.40268  0.036362  8.650153  0.002779  0.364974  3.543054 

 10  8.307136  86.99458  0.037353  8.850700  0.002879  0.446316  3.668176 

 

Capital Hotel 

Period      S.E. SPT DSPT CG ED DM QT 

 1  4.093036  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  5.122557  98.47403  0.000413  1.059449  0.003952  0.000107  0.462045 

 3  6.088711  98.30496  0.000457  1.145728  0.002828  0.000632  0.545394 

 4  6.864257  98.11212  0.000509  1.267024  0.002295  0.001498  0.616556 

 5  7.547369  98.01240  0.000535  1.326240  0.001918  0.002727  0.656182 

 6  8.152600  97.93794  0.000555  1.370472  0.001669  0.004299  0.685069 

 7  8.698971  97.88397  0.000569  1.401626  0.001487  0.006200  0.706144 

 8  9.196856  97.84177  0.000580  1.425360  0.001350  0.008417  0.722525 

 9  9.654316  97.80780  0.000588  1.443808  0.001243  0.010935  0.735622 

 10  10.07721  97.77956  0.000595  1.458554  0.001158  0.013738  0.746396 

 

Dangote Sugar 

Period S.E. SPT DSPT CG ED DM QT 

 1  2.604970  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  3.577405  98.78049  0.620658  0.002164  0.447781  0.068621  0.080286 

 3  4.254917  98.23163  0.807534  0.008963  0.583728  0.253299  0.114843 

 4  4.795174  97.76256  0.907423  0.010128  0.643458  0.547267  0.129164 

 5  5.244888  97.25247  0.975731  0.009788  0.679649  0.945213  0.137152 

 6  5.629736  96.67828  1.026686  0.008992  0.702953  1.441243  0.141842 

 7  5.965812  96.03350  1.066907  0.008122  0.718392  2.028520  0.144554 

 8  6.263859  95.31852  1.099803  0.007369  0.728631  2.699683  0.145993 

 9  6.531483  94.53713  1.127289  0.006829  0.735178  3.447020  0.146556 

 10  6.774294  93.69484  1.150539  0.006550  0.738969  4.262609  0.146491 

 

Diamond Bank 

Period S.E. SPT DSPT CG ED DM QT 

 1  1.238056  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  1.541565  97.02064  1.979913  0.761554  0.009003  0.017563  0.211328 

 3  1.830158  96.69136  2.103362  0.875239  0.010057  0.043627  0.276355 

 4  2.059047  96.24357  2.329399  1.001580  0.011370  0.083291  0.330791 

 5  2.260376  95.98397  2.434292  1.071607  0.011969  0.134231  0.363928 

 6  2.437543  95.75807  2.517027  1.126474  0.012374  0.197086  0.388963 

 7  2.596685  95.56397  2.575611  1.168209  0.012614  0.271496  0.408098 

 8  2.740877  95.38238  2.621335  1.202449  0.012759  0.357423  0.423655 

 9  2.872629  95.20710  2.657438  1.231239  0.012838  0.454706  0.436680 

 10  2.993740  95.03309  2.686780  1.256160  0.012871  0.563206  0.447896 
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First Bank 

Period S.E. SPT DSPT CG ED DM QT 

 1  4.016659  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  4.877879  95.84921  0.012934  3.426892  0.000112  0.013866  0.696990 

 3  5.498878  92.94315  0.021366  5.412569  0.000686  0.039451  1.582781 

 4  6.043111  91.21516  0.026171  6.475728  0.001364  0.073313  2.208261 

 5  6.523122  90.02389  0.029442  7.187193  0.001863  0.115505  2.642101 

 6  6.950797  89.13437  0.031855  7.705931  0.002213  0.165995  2.959638 

 7  7.336580  88.43972  0.033705  8.098354  0.002463  0.224562  3.201194 

 8  7.687833  87.87583  0.035170  8.404734  0.002645  0.290970  3.390652 

 9  8.009963  87.40268  0.036362  8.650153  0.002779  0.364974  3.543054 

 10  8.307136  86.99458  0.037353  8.850700  0.002879  0.446316  3.668176 

 

Flour Mill 

Period S.E. SPT DSPT CG ED DM QT 

 1  3.817133  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  5.123719  97.49087  0.033353  0.528000  0.431573  0.000522  1.515681 

 3  6.202433  96.03983  0.025545  0.711690  0.335292  0.002555  2.885092 

 4  7.109495  95.00460  0.020351  0.852503  0.286001  0.007673  3.828867 

 5  7.899943  94.27080  0.016826  0.964321  0.249914  0.016361  4.481776 

 6  8.602870  93.72655  0.014365  1.062100  0.223915  0.028876  4.944192 

 7  9.237622  93.30239  0.012561  1.151989  0.204109  0.045294  5.283661 

 8  9.817396  92.95591  0.011184  1.237415  0.188404  0.065624  5.541463 

 9  10.35163  92.66107  0.010097  1.320328  0.175519  0.089848  5.743139 

 10  10.84732  92.40140  0.009217  1.401914  0.164660  0.117934  5.904879 

 

Ikeja Hotel 

Period S.E. SPT DSPT CG ED DM QT 

 1  0.968917  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  1.215448  98.03006  1.46E-13  0.377757  0.073527  0.005290  1.513365 

 3  1.417839  96.52959  1.75E-13  0.588365  0.093972  0.020935  2.767138 

 4  1.588772  95.40061  4.31E-13  0.712840  0.109086  0.047611  3.729852 

 5  1.738880  94.58023  1.26E-12  0.786831  0.119488  0.085341  4.428113 

 6  1.873092  93.96740  3.00E-12  0.834014  0.127378  0.133740  4.937466 

 7  1.994693  93.49340  5.90E-12  0.866026  0.133686  0.192288  5.314604 

 8  2.106011  93.11313  1.01E-11  0.888848  0.138947  0.260403  5.598676 

 9  2.208779  92.79733  1.56E-11  0.905711  0.143477  0.337481  5.816005 

 10  2.304327  92.52671  2.23E-11  0.918476  0.147473  0.422914  5.984432 

 

Nigerian Aviation Handling Company 

Period S.E. SPT DSPT CG ED DM QT 

 1  0.681478  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  0.681478  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

 3  0.842699  89.33904  0.554537  7.985210  0.468090  0.071725  1.581402 

 4  0.842699  89.33904  0.554537  7.985210  0.468090  0.071725  1.581402 

 5  0.969372  85.69918  1.040899  10.11768  0.627122  0.171942  2.343172 

 6  0.969372  85.69918  1.040899  10.11768  0.627122  0.171942  2.343172 

 7  1.074494  83.39865  1.299452  11.44535  0.722937  0.304551  2.829066 

 8  1.074494  83.39865  1.299452  11.44535  0.722937  0.304551  2.829066 

 9  1.164151  81.86351  1.460426  12.28642  0.784657  0.467533  3.137456 

 10  1.164151  81.86351  1.460426  12.28642  0.784657  0.467533  3.137456 
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Niger Insurance 

Period S.E. SPT DSPT CG ED DM QT 

 1  0.681478  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

 2  0.681478  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000 

 3  0.842699  89.33904  0.554537  7.985210  0.468090  0.071725  1.581402 

 4  0.842699  89.33904  0.554537  7.985210  0.468090  0.071725  1.581402 

 5  0.969372  85.69918  1.040899  10.11768  0.627122  0.171942  2.343172 

 6  0.969372  85.69918  1.040899  10.11768  0.627122  0.171942  2.343172 

 7  1.074494  83.39865  1.299452  11.44535  0.722937  0.304551  2.829066 

 8  1.074494  83.39865  1.299452  11.44535  0.722937  0.304551  2.829066 

 9  1.164151  81.86351  1.460426  12.28642  0.784657  0.467533  3.137456 

 10  1.164151  81.86351  1.460426  12.28642  0.784657  0.467533  3.137456 

Source: Author’s computation 

From the tables above, the results of variance decomposition of Cadbury and Nigerian Aviation 

Handling company stock prices follow exactly the same pattern. Within a 10-period horizon, shocks to SPT has 

the highest impact on future changes in SPT (86.99%), for the two companies, followed by shocks to CG (8.85%) 

and QT (3.66%). Similarly, the table on Nigerian Aviation Handling Company reveals that, shocks to SPT has 

the highest impact on future changes in SPT(81 Capital Hotel and Niger insurance follow closely the same 

pattern. As their.86%) followed by those of CG (12.28%) and QT (3.13%). Those of tables show, shocks to SPT 

has the highest impact on future changes in SPT (97.77 and 89.15%), followed by shocks to CG (1.45 and 6.95%) 

respectively. Conversely, Shocks to SPT has the highest impact on future changes in SPT (93.69%),for Dangote, 

followed by shocks to DM (4.26). Flour Mill and Ikeja hotel also follow closely the same pattern, with shocks to 

SPT having the highest impact on future changes in SPT (92.40% and 92.52), followed by shocks to QT (5.90% 

and 5.98%), respectively. Finally, shocks to SPT also have the highest impact on future changes in SPT for 

Diamond Bank (95.03%), followed by shocks to DSPT (2.68%). The forecast standard error associated to each 

organization shows that errors committed in predicting future changes in stock price increases as the time 

horizon increases. This lends support to the Random Walk Hypothesis which implies that the future value of 

stock price is not exactly predictable.  

 

5.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION  

5.1 Conclusion 

It was observed from the regression analysis results, prior price level and capital gain were absolutely found to 

influence stock price, positively in the Nigerian stock exchange. This means that increase in prior price level and 

capital gain, translate significantly into increase in prevailing price level in partial terms. Such significant 

influence has sectoral and firm size implication. For financial and service sectors, the influence holds 

irrespective of firm size. Whereas for manufacturing sector; such influence holds only for small firms. Similarly 

quantity of stock traded influences largely, positively; prevailing stock price with relevance spatially distributed 

a big firm of manufacturing and financial sector. Conversely, excess demand and unhealthy information have 

largely negative impact on the variable with relevance fairly concentrated only on large firms of financial sector 

for the former, and on large firms of the manufacturing and financial sector for the latter. 

The relative importance of the stock price determinants ranges from prior price level (DEPT), Capital 

gain (CG), quantity of stock traded (QT),information (global financial meltdown-DM) to excess demand (ED) 

for the service sector, irrespective or firm size. While DSA, C.G, DM, QT, and ED are, in that order, relatively 

important in determining stock price in the financial sectors, irrespective of firm size. However, the relative 

importance of the factors depend on firm size for manufacturing sector with the order ranging from DSPT,CG, 

DM, ED, to QT, for small firms, while DSPT, CG, DM, QT and ED is the order of importance of the factors for 

big firms. 

In general, prior price level and capital gain in that order are largely the most important factors 

influencing stock price in the market. Also, variation in stock price in the market is grossly accounted for by 

stock market indices as contained in this study. Prior price level and capital gain appear to be the overriding 

factors influencing stock price, but the combination of all the regressors significantly influence change in the 

regressed. Resolving the variation according to sources reveal that perturbation occurring to stock price and 

capital gain translate into further disturbance in stock price. An Interference into the functioning of the market to 

increase stock price by either regulators or firms due to policy requirement or perceived profitability of 

investment results into further increase in price. Initially, stock price responds to such disturbance arising from a 

deliberate increase, on the average of at least 50% before gradually falling, in subsequent trading weeks. 

Similarly, innovation to capital gained by investors in the form of an increase in dividend earned per 

share, further translate into disturbance in stock price. Such innovation increases stock price on the average of at 
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least 20% before equally falling gradually in subsequent trading weeks. Another look at the issue of variation in 

stock price as revealed by the study is that future changes in the values of stock price are highly influenced by 

innovations in the variable itself, followed by shocks to capita gain.  Innovations in other variables also affect 

changes in stock price but not as much as shocks to stock price and capital gain.  Although, the stock market 

variables selected in this study provide significant explanation to variation accruing to stock price, but they 

cannot be used to predict future values of stock price. This means that the Nigerian stock exchange market is 

efficient. The implication of this finding is that investors cannot predict and take advantage of future changes in 

stock price.  

Also, stock price has been found to exhibit volatile behaviour which can be attributed to capital gain. 

But such volatility reduces as the time horizon increases. The study however reveal that stock price responds to 

innovations occurring to the selected explanatory variables as well as its self, but the time taken for the 

consequences of such innovations to be absurd in the market is more than 10 weeks, even though, in the long-run, 

such perturbations tend to die-out. 

Comparatively, shocks occurring to prevailing stock price in the form of market intervention through 

either regulators activities or corporate action are greatly responsible for its future changes, as opposed to 

perturbation occurring to its determinants.  Although, the activities of market forces of demand and supply of 

stock are helping in making the market more efficient rather than distort it. More so, a dynamic relationship was 

found to exist between current level of stock price and its previous values as well as the previous values of some 

of the selected explanatory variables. This implies that, aside the long-run influence of capital gain and prior 

price level on current level of stock price; these two variables also exert short-run influence on the latter. 

Also revealed by the study is that the recent behaviour of stock price should not be completely blamed 

on the global financial meltdown. Hence, the management of the stock market, and of macroeconomic policy, 

alongside the paucity of security system in the country are to share in the blame.  The global financial meltdown 

would not have had a long lasting effect if the management of stock exchange adopt strategic risk management, 

the prevailing macroeconomic policy at that time allow the purchase of excess supply of stock off loaded in the 

market by foreign investors, and the heighten insecurity from Niger Delta region was put under proper control. 

 

5.2 Recommendations 

1) In order to address the volatile behaviour exhibit by stock price in response to capital gain, the 

government should re-introduce capital gain tax to reduce excessive gains of investors in the market.  

This will further reduce the volatility observed in stock price. 

2) Excess Demand is another factor that has the potential to induce volatility in stock price.  To prevent 

such occurrence, the Central Bank should adopt margin requirement which will prevent excessive 

purchase of securities by speculators. 

3) Regular intervention in the market by regulators and companies in the form of price alteration is a great 

source of variation in stock price.  Both regulators and companies should allow the market to determine 

stock price. This will further enhance the efficiency of the market. 

4) The world is a global village; the Nigerian Stock Exchange Market does not operate in isolation. 

Therefore, the operators of the market should adopt strategic risk management through technical 

analysis of the behaviour of stock price.  This will help guide against stock price distortion due to 

globalization activities. 

5) Bad information relating to the performance of quoted firms with domestic or international origin, 

reduce the effectiveness of the shares offered for sale at the secondary market. Even though such 

negative consequence does not have a long lasting effect on stock price, the management of the 

Nigerian stock exchange market should have a way of immediately allaying the fears of investors. This 

will help in enhancing investors’ confidence in the market. 

6) Finally, when the supply of stocks exceeds the demand due to wide spread fear of likely decline in stock 

price, the government can intervene in the market to buy up the excesses.  In this way, liquidity and 

confidence in the market can be further enhanced. 
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